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Front-page News

Some events of the day

When silence is worth being stared at

Travel, sport, architecture but also natural environments
photographer, Pierluigi Orler has been co-working with
the major Italian and foreign tourism magazines for
years. Being keen on sports, he has also followed
several Olympics and World championships.

Pierluigi Orler and Luigi Alfieri. A photographer
and a journalist and writer joined in an exhibition,
"Silenzi da guardare - Vardèr l'acort" (Silences to
look at), inaugurated last Saturday and open until
July, 31 (everyday, 10.00 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. and
3.00 p.m. - 7.00 p.m.) in the room "Luigi
Heilmann" by the Ladin Museum in Vigo di
Fassa. The exhibit shows a selection of striking
works by Orler, well-known photographer of
local origins (Val di Fiemme), taken in different
places, from the Dolomites to the hills of Umbria,
to the exotic landscapes of Morocco. Intense
and touching pictures that together with the
beauty of the places can recall memories and
passions in the public, accompanied by Alfieri'
"photo-story", sprung from the attentive and
introspective observation of each snapshot.

Schuhplattler "at home"
Campitello di Fassa
9.00 p.m. – Events pavilion in Ischia. The original folk
group was born after the Second World War in
Campitello and has been broken up and built up
again several time along the years. It is now made of
several boys and girls who dance slapping soles and
cheeks to eachother.

To the Great War cemetery
Vigo di Fassa
9.30 a.m. – Tourist office. Walk for families organised
by Albatros and visit to the military cemetery, next to
Santa Giuliana’s Church.

"Green bean" the fisherman
Pozza di Fassa
9.00 p.m. – Events pavilion. Funny puppet show for
children and adults, by Centro Teatrale Corniani from
Mantova.

Easy walks

Passepartout

From Pozza town-centre to
Bagni

In the blue sky painted in blue...
in the Dolomites

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

This easy but pictoresque walk starts from San
Nicolò’s Church: leave Strada de Meida street
and then take Strada de Freina street on your left,
which soon becomes a dirt road and forks after
a while. At the crossroads, take the path that
goes down to the right, towards the wood. Here,
the track flattens out to rejoin to the foot/cycle
lane which leads to the village of Soraga: turn
right, skirting the water purification plant and the
stream Avisio until you get back in Pozza and
you reach the Town Council in Meida. Near the
Town Council, cross Piaza de Comun square
and turn left in "Promenada enlongia Ruf" ("Walk
along the stream") and walk through up along
the stream "Ruf de Sèn Nicolò" to the left to San
Nicolò’s Church.

With good weather the skies of Fassa colour of
beautiful shades of blue, but they also get
enriched by the colours of several sails.
Paragliders and hang-gliders feel at home, in
particular in Campitello and Canazei, well-known
free flight stations. Those who are passionate of
this sport come from all over Europe to
parachute from Col Rodella’s and Belvedere’s
natural trampolines and benefit of the upward
currents developing with the raising of
temperatures. These weather conditions,
together with the wonderful landscape of the
Dolomites, add fashion to the flight. Beginners
can experience the two-seater paraglider, driven
in safety by the instructors of the Icarus Flying
Team School (Phone: +39 335 6757667).

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
Paul Preuss (1886-1913), famous Austrian climber, defined 6 principles to go to the mountain: 1) be
superior to the difficulties you come across; 2) the standard of difficulty a climber faces while
descending must represent the upper limit he faces while ascending; 3) using artificial means is
justifiable only in case of approaching danger; 4) pitons have to be an emergency reserve; 5) the
rope is a facility, not the essential gear to climb; 6) the main principle is the primary security of each
climber, based on the correct estimation of his own ability.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

08/07/2014 (9.00 a.m.)
Approach to climbing for children (7-14
years old): rope, snap-hooks and fun.
Canazei

08/07/2014 (9.00 a.m. )
MTB below Catinaccio. Booking at
Sport Check Point (activity against
payment).
Pozza di Fassa
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